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Abstract

Objective—To investigate if blood Cu++/Zn++ superoxide dismutase, glutathione peroxidase, catalase, and total plasma antioxidant activities could be markers of biological activity resulting from exposure to respirable coal mine dust in active miners, and of pneumoconiosis in retired miners.

Methods—Blood samples were randomly obtained from active surface workers (n = 30) and underground miners (n = 34), and from retired miners without (n = 21), and with (n = 33) pneumoconiosis. Antioxidant enzyme activities and total plasma antioxidants were measured in erythrocytes and plasma. Non-parametric tests were completed by analyses of covariance to compare antioxidants between groups, taking into account potential confounding factors (age, smoking history (pack-years)).

Results—Erythrocyte Cu++/Zn++ superoxide dismutase activity was significantly higher in the group of underground miners than the group of surface workers. The differences in total plasma antioxidants and plasma glutathione peroxidase activity between both groups were related to age. Glutathione peroxidase activity increased in the plasma of retired miners with pneumoconiosis, compared with retired miners without pneumoconiosis. No differences were found either in erythrocyte antioxidant enzyme activities or in total plasma antioxidants between the group of retired miners without and with pneumoconiosis.

Conclusions—In this study, erythrocyte Cu++/Zn++ superoxide dismutase activity may be considered as a marker of effect of respirable coal mine dust in exposed workers. This result is in agreement with the hypothesis that reactive oxygen species are involved in cell injury induced by coal mine dust, and may be predictive of the degree of inflammation and pneumoconiosis induced by coal mine dust. The increase in glutathione peroxidase activity in the plasma of retired miners with pneumoconiosis may be the result of a response to the increasing hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂) production due to the disease process.
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Chronic exposure to (coal mine) dust particles induces an influx of inflammatory cells in the lung. The phagocytosis of inhaled particles is followed by the activation of macrophages and leucocytes, thus releasing proteases, inflammatory mediators, and reactive oxygen species. Superoxide anion (O₂⁻) is liberated on the cell surface of activated phagocytes by a NADPH dependent oxidase in the cell membrane. A significant part of O₂⁻ is released into the extracellular space, and is spontaneously converted into hydrogen peroxide (H₂O₂). Moreover, dust particles themselves may generate reactive oxygen species. This continuous activation results in an imbalance between oxidant and antioxidant agents, proteases and antiproteases, as well as between the various cytokines and growth factors. This leads to abnormal remodelling and architecture of components of the extracellular matrix.

As a response to these potentially direct actions of reactive oxygen species, the human body possesses antioxidant mechanisms; they include enzymes that have antioxidant activity and many actual and putative physiological antioxidants (such as α tocopherol). The main enzymes that provide cellular protection against damage due to reactive oxygen species in human cells are three superoxide dismutases (SODs), catalase, and a selenoenzyme glutathione peroxidase. The SODs include two Cu++/Zn++ SODs, one occurs extracellularly and the other within peroxisomes in the cytoplasm. The third form contains manganese (MnSOD), occurring almost exclusively in the mitochondria, and responds quickly to oxidant stress. The SODs convert O₂⁻ to H₂O₂, and catalase and glutathione peroxidase convert H₂O₂ to oxygen and water. As reactive oxygen species have very short half lives, the measurements of these enzyme activities in blood is a non-invasive test that could be used to investigate the effects of chronic occupational exposure to oxidants in humans.

Coal workers’ pneumoconiosis (CWP) is an occupational disease that manifests itself usually after several decades of exposure to coal mine dusts. Between exposure in the ambient environment and the development of clinical disease, four genetically different classes of biological markers have been identified. A marker of early biological effect is an event, correlated with, and possibly predictive of, health impairment. A definition of biological markers was put forward by Schulte from the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) as “biologic markers may represent signals in a continuum of events
between a causal exposure and resultant disease. This study is part of a larger project on the measurement of lipoperoxidation in the respiratory inflammation processes in coal miners. The purpose of this study is to investigate if blood Cu"+/Zn" SOD, glutathione peroxidase, catalase, and total plasma antioxidant activities can be used as biomarkers of either biological activity resulting from exposure to coal mine dust, or of pneumoconiosis in coal miners.

Materials and methods

STUDY SAMPLE

The study is composed of four groups of workers in a French coal mine "Houillères du Bassin de Lorraine" (Forbach, Moselle): one group consists of underground miners, one control group consists of surface workers, one group consists of retired coal miners without CWP, and one group consists of retired coal miners with CWP.

Underground coal miners were randomly sampled among current coal face miners, born between January 1948 and December 1958. Surface workers, selected as a control group, were randomly sampled from pit head workers, in the same age range. The absence of usual exposure to dust or respiratory irritants was a selection criterion, based on job title and checked by the occupational physician. In both groups the selection criteria included the absence of pneumoconiosis and lung function abnormalities (forced expiratory volume in one second/forced vital capacity (FEV/FVC) < 70% or FEV, or FVC outside predicted European standard values).9

Retired coal miners were selected by systematic sampling among patients attending the occupational lung disease centre (CEPPR) for periodic surveillance of patients compensated for pneumoconiosis or for the CWP screening programme. They had to be born between January 1918 and December 1938. Subjects with lung function abnormalities were excluded to improve alveolar space sampling of exhaled air for the measurement of alkanes as markers of lipoperoxidation, another part of the project.

The size of each group (n = 30) was decided for a larger project on the measurement of biomarkers of lipoperoxidation in the respiratory inflammation processes in coal miners. Half of the subjects were current smokers and half not current smokers (non-smokers and exsmokers). The subjects were classified as current smokers if they smoked at the time of the study, as non-smokers if they had never smoked, and as exsmokers if they had smoked in the past. Due to the small number of current smokers among retired miners (five in the group without CWP and four in the group with CWP), we decided to compare antioxidants between not current smokers. The examination included a self administered questionnaire (checked by an occupational physician or a nurse) on medical history, medication, dietary habits, and exposure to dust or respiratory irritants, and the questionnaire of the European Community for Coal and Steel on respiratory symptoms,10 and on smoking habits.

To measure the difference of exposure to respirable dust between the two groups of active workers, time weighted average (TWA) dust measurements were performed on all active workers, during the whole shift on three days randomly chosen for each of the repeated time of blood sampling, with the individual dust sampler CIP 10.11 Chest x ray films, taken after blood sampling, were interpreted according to the International Labour Office (ILO)12 international classification of radiographs of pneumoconiosis by three experienced and independent physicians. The films were presented in a random order, without any information about the professional and medical history of the subjects. To increase the consistency of interpretations, the independent reading was preceded by a consensus reading of 15 films, reintroduced in the main reading as trigger films. For the study purposes, subjects with a median profusion of small opacities of 1/0 or more, whatever the shape and size, were considered as presenting a CWP; those with a median profusion of 0/1 or less were considered as not having CWP. This interpretation allowed the verification of inclusion criteria, and eventually reclassification in the different groups.

This study was approved on 23 May 1993 by the Consultative Committee for Human Subjects Protection in Biomedical Research of Metz (Lorraine, France). Written informed consent was collected from each subject.

BLOOD SAMPLES

Blood samples were collected into 5 ml Vacutainer tubes containing lithium heparin as an anticoagulant (Becton Dickinson, USA). On the same day, corresponding plasma and haemolysates were prepared as described previously.13 Plasma and ghost free haemolysates were stored at −35°C.

Two hundred microlitres of haemolysate were diluted by addition of 1800 μl of NaCl (0.9%). The Cu"+/Zn" SOD was extracted from 0.5 ml of this haemolysate by addition of 0.5 ml of chloroform/ethanol (15/25, v/v). The solution was vortexed and centrifuged at 10 500 g for five minutes. The upper aqueous phase was assayed for Cu"+/Zn" SOD activity.

ENZYMATIC ASSAYS

Total antioxidants include ascorbate, protein thiols, bilirubin, urate, and α tocopherol. Total antioxidants were measured at 37°C in the Cobas-Mira S analyser with a kit based on the method of Miller et al14 (Randox Laboratories Crumlin, UK). This method arose from the finding that when 2,2’-azinobis (3-ethylbenzothiazoline-6-sulphonic acid (ABTS)) is incubated with hydrogen peroxide and a peroxidase such as metmyoglobin, the relatively long lived radical cation ABTS"+ is formed. In the presence of antioxidant reductants and hydrogen donors (5 μl of plasma), the absorbance of this radical cation is quenched to an extent related to the antioxidant capacity of the added fluid. An antioxidant ranking was established based on the reactivity relative to a 1:0 mmol/l
**Results**

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the subjects in the different groups. Although active workers between 35 to 45 years old have been selected, surface workers were significantly younger than underground miners. As expected by the recruitment, significant difference in exposure to respirable coal dust existed between the group of underground miners and the group of surface workers. No differences were found between active and retired miners on tobacco consumption and proportion of smokers, non-smokers, and ex-smokers.

Antioxidants may be affected by potential confounding factors such as age and smoking history. In this study, we found that plasma glutathione peroxidase activity decreased with age in the group of underground miners (data not shown). Moreover, even if there were roughly the same proportions of smokers, non-smokers, and ex-smokers in different groups, the variation within the groups due to the different current smoking histories may obscure the differences between the groups, on the variables of interest. Analyses of covariance, with age and smoking history as covariates, were performed to take into account these confounding factors.

A comparison of the antioxidants between the group of surface workers and the group of underground miners with the Mann-Whitney U test showed several significant differences between the groups (table 2). Erythrocyte Cu**+/Zn**+ SOD activity was higher in the group of underground miners (even after adjustment for age and smoking history (pack-years) in an analysis of covariance). Plasma glutathione peroxidase activity was lower whereas total plasma antioxidants were higher in the group of underground miners but these differences were not significant after adjustment for age (data not shown), or after adjust-
ment for age and smoking history. Erythrocyte catalase and glutathione peroxidase activities in the group of underground miners did not differ from those measured in the group of surface workers. There was no significant correlation between erythrocyte Cu++/Zn++ SOD activities and concentrations of respirable coal mine dust (data not shown).

A comparison of the antioxidants between the groups of retired miners with and without pneumoconiosis with the Mann-Whitney U test showed that plasma glutathione peroxidase activity was higher in the group of retired miners with pneumoconiosis (table 3). The difference remained significant in an analysis of covariance with age as the only covariate. Erythrocyte enzyme activities and total plasma antioxidants in the group of retired miners with pneumoconiosis were not different from those measured in the group of retired miners without pneumoconiosis (even after adjustment for age).

Discussion

This study was started to find out if blood and plasma antioxidants (Cu++/Zn++ SOD, glutathione peroxidase, catalase, and total plasma antioxidants) could be markers of either biological activity resulting from exposure to respirable coal mine dust in active miners, or of pneumoconiosis in retired miners.

Erythrocyte Cu++/Zn++SOD activity was significantly higher in underground miners exposed to respirable dust particles than in surface workers. To our knowledge, this difference has never been previously reported in epidemiological studies. Our result is in accordance with animal studies by Janssen et al who showed that inhalation of particles that caused pulmonary inflammation and fibrosis also caused dramatic increases after eight weeks in MnSOD mRNA concentrations in rat lung that correlated with increases in MnSOD immunoreactive protein. These results show that exposure to fibrogenic mineral dusts causes an increase in specific antioxidant enzymes, most notably MnSOD and the authors suggest MnSOD as a potential marker of inflammatory reaction caused by exposure to mineral dust. They found no significant changes in expression of Cu++/Zn++SOD mRNA or in Cu++/Zn++SOD protein concentrations in rat lung but this discrepancy is probably due to the use of different biological samples and a different assay. Our results suggest that erythrocyte Cu++/Zn++SOD activity may also be considered as a marker of effect in miners exposed to respirable coal mine dust and may be predictive of the inflammation and pneumoconiosis induced by coal mine dust. Future studies should consider the question of a dose response.

After adjustment for age and smoking history, we found no significant differences in total plasma antioxidants between the group of surface workers and the group of underground miners. Even if the measurement of total plasma antioxidants is marginally less rigorous than "total radical-trapping antioxidant parameter" (TRAP), our result is in accordance with that of Schins et al who have measured the TRAP in serum samples of coal workers. They did not find any significant difference in TRAP concentrations between controls not exposed to dust, control miners, and miners with CWP. The differences in total plasma antioxidants and plasma glutathione peroxidase activity between the group of underground miners and the group of surface workers may be related to age. This result is in accordance with published data and is in agreement with the hypothesis of the free radical theory of aging. We found no available publications on the effect of age on total plasma antioxidants. Nevertheless, even if ascorbate,
Blood markers of pherol account for by substances such as glutathione and glutathione have the same molar equivalent antioxidant capacity as Trolox. 15 An interesting issue is that variations in glutathione may be a factor causing the difference in plasma glutathione peroxidase activity.

We found that glutathione peroxidase activity was higher in plasma of retired miners with pneumoconiosis, than in retired miners without pneumoconiosis, even after adjustment for age. These findings are in agreement with other studies. Engelen et al and Borm et al reported an increase in total red blood cell glutathione peroxidase activity in the early stages of CWP (miners with classification 0/1 to 1/2). 20-23 We suggest that enhancement of glutathione peroxidase activity in plasma of retired miners with pneumoconiosis is due to disease activity. Rom et al 24 found that alveolar macrophages from non-smoking patients with CWP were spontaneously releasing increased amounts of H2O2. Dallal et al 25 found that the free radical content of the lung tissues of necropsied coal miners correlated with the severity of pneumoconiosis; the more severe the disease, the higher the radical concentration in the lung tissue. The increase in glutathione peroxidase activity in the plasma of retired miners with pneumoconiosis could be the result of a response to the increasing H2O2 production by alveolar macrophages and neutrophils.

A previous report 26 showed that alveolar inflammatory cells from bronchoalveolar lavage of patients with CWP release more O2-• and have slightly but not significantly more SOD activity than do those from healthy control subjects. Engelen et al 27 found no significant differences in SOD activity between healthy miners and three subgroups of miners with CWP. In our study, we did not find any difference in Cu/Zn SOD activity between retired miners without pneumoconiosis and retired miners with pneumoconiosis. The discrepancy with the report of Wallaert et al 28 is probably due to the use of different biological samples and enzymatic assay.

In conclusion, the changes in blood antioxidants that we have measured are in agreement with the hypotheses that production of reactive oxygen species is an important event in the exposure to coal mine dust particulates and in pneumoconiotic activity. In spite of our small samples, our findings indicate that erythrocyte Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase activity may be considered as a marker of the effect of respirable coal mine dust in exposed workers, and plasma glutathione peroxidase activity may be considered as a biological marker of pneumoconiosis in coal miners.
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